## KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:
- Manuel Couceiro Da COSTA: Member of the EAAE Council
- David GLOSTER: Director of Education, RIBA
- Theodore C. LANDSMARK: President, NAAB
- Susan ROAF: School of the Built Environment, Heriot-Watt University
- Constantin SPIRIDONIDIS: Project Leader, ENHSA

### Friday, 04.04.2014

#### Keynote Speech 3 - 09:00-09:45
- Manuel Coucherio Da Costa – Member, EAAE
  
#### Keynote Speech 4 - 09:45-10:30
- Constantin Spiridonidis – Project Coordinator ENHSA
  
#### 10:30-11:00
- Coffee Break

#### 11:00-12:15
- Session 7
  - Salamis Room
  - Chair: Güven Arif Sargon
  - Referee: Louis Nelson
  
  - Sigrid Pauwels, Johan De Walsche, Lies Declerck: Higher Education Area
  - A Flemish Case as a Pisa for Academic Freedom
  - Radiosarad Hassanpour, Adil Irfan Che Ani: Transparent Assessment Model In Architecture Design Studio Eastern Mediterranean University as Case Study
  - Jose Manuel Pages Madrigal: About Accreditation Processes, Some Similarities And Disparities
  - Deborah Bentley: Riba Validation Or Naab Accreditation: A Comparison Of Architecture Education

- Arsenio Room
  - Chair: Nur Çağlar
  - Referee: Ali Asgary
  
  - Cristian Luchetti: "Space[Less]City": A Virtual Learning Community
  - Ece Kumkale Açıklazı: A Community for Architectural Sketching
  - Halilc Nejadsrani, Arash Vahedi: Students’ Perspective On The Role Of Hand And Computer In Architectural Education: A Case Study
  - Andrea Vian: Design Thinking In a Digital Era

#### 12:15-13:30
- Lunch Break

#### 13:30-15:00
- Session 9
  - Salamis Room
  - Chair: Çiğdem Polatoglu
  - Referee: Karin Hofert
  
  - Karolina Tulkowska: Form And Substance In Architectural Education, Design Methodology In The Preliminary Exercises At The Faculty Of Architecture Warsaw University Of Technology
  - Ehsan Reza: The Effect of Socio-Cultural Factors in Architectural Design Education and New Strategies for Criticizing Student’s Projects in Eastern Mediterranean University
  - Kamyr Arap, Aref Arfaei: Hidden Dimensions in Architectural Education
  - Ferdinand F. O. Daminabo: Architectural Education: An Assessment Of The Import Of Knowledge And Technology Necessary To Combat Climate Change Within The Built Environment

- Arsenio Room
  - Chair: Ayşe Şentürer
  - Referee: Shahin Keynoush
  
  - Robin Schaeferbeke, Hélène Aarts, Ann Heylighen: Imagining Space
  - Ece Kumkale Açıklazı: How To Teach Drawing as a Tool to Explore Spatiality?
  - Anna Katrine Hougaard: The Problem of Restructuring the Courses Computer Aided Design I and II
  - Selçuk Nur Erıkci, Derya Ağdüzüel Özbek: Architectural Drawing- An Animale Field
  - Pooya Lotfabad, Aref Arfaei: Integration Of Bep-Tr Methodology To The Architectural Education

#### 15:00-16:30
- Coffee Break

#### Keynote Speech 5 - 15:30-16:15
- Susan Roaf – Heriot-Watt University
  
  “Architectural Education in the 21st Century: Adapt or Die?”

#### 16:15-17:30
- Closing Panel

#### 20:00
- Gala Dinner - Palm Beach Hotel